INCERT Scheme

When you want to gain market access to the Belgium market you need to acquire the INCERT mark for your products in
order to ensure your clients of the high quality standards for these products or services. INCERT is a quality mark for
products and services related to security, intruder and hold-up products.
Only certified products and companies are allowed to use the INCERT mark. Inspection or system certification according INCERT
means that your product is inspected every two years. After the inspection, a report is made which states if the inspected product still
represents the product on its issued certificate or - if not - what should be done to correct this.
Companies in the field of security services are allowed to use the INCERT mark when certified in conformance with “The rules for
certification of security companies” and when they install security installations according “The general requirements for intrusion
systems T 015/2”, issued by the Belgian Electro-technical Committee (BEC).
Manufacturers of security products are allowed to use the INCERT mark when the product is certified in conformance with the
'General requirements for intrusion systems T 031’ or ‘General requirements for intrusion systems T 033'.
The INCERT mark for your products and services assures your clients that your company has high quality standards that are in line
with the issued certificate for a particular product or service.
Kiwa FSS Products (formerly known as Kiwa Telefication) will help you throughout the entire testing and certification process and will
take care of everything down to the smallest details.
When you want to gain market access to the Belgium market you need to acquire the INCERT mark for your products in order to
ensure your clients of the high quality standards for these product or services.
If you want more specific information for your organisation, please fill out the contact form on our website or contact us by phone or
email. We will inform you about the information required in order to make a quotation according to your needs. After this we will set
up a plan according to your needs and requirements.
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